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Equilibrium 2: Traditional-radical equilibrium. 
One of the parties directs its resources towards influencing informed 

voters, u sing t he traditional campaign s trategy, w hereas t he other party 
directs its resources towards awakening dormant voters., using the radical 
discourse based on social media. This w ill occur if <2 | | 1 . In this 
equilibrium, although one of the parties wishes dormant voters to remain 
out of the electoral process, the other party has a strong latent preference, 
and will take advantage of it to leverage its electoral competitiveness. This 
would happen, for example, if the ruling party has been involved in a deep 
corruption scandal that has been exposed near the elections, which reduces 

, as many voters get tired is being fooled and w ithdraw f rom political 
activism out of disappointment, and, by the same token, makes then more 
sensitive to radical d iscourse, increasing . This appear to have been the 
case in the Brazilian 2018 presidential elections. 

5 Conclusion 

This r esearch note presents a  rationale for the emergence of 
radicalism in B razilian 2018 Presidential e lections, after decades of 
politically correct electoral campaigns. Radicalism appears as an electoral 
strategy focusses on bringing back to the voting arena citizens that have 
been dormant, not interested in the political campaigns. When dormant 
citizens are in reasonable numbers and a party believes that these citizens 
have a latent ideological bias that favors the party, then it will find it optimal 
to dedicate resources to awake dormant citizens by using a radical discourse 
disseminated by means of social network technologies.  

The initial findings of this modeling need to be concluded with a  
complete s olution of t he political e conomy game, including t he f inal 
campaign c ontribution d ecisions o f interest groups. F urthermore, t he 
sharp result t hat proves that a  p arty w ill e ither direct i ts r esources to 
influencing informed voter or to awaken dormant citizens, but not both, is 
a consequence of t he particular f orm of t he linear awakening effect o f 
expenditure on dormant c itizens. A s extension of t he model with a  
quadratic effect will certainly allow for a less extreme solution where some 
resources of a party will be allocated in both influencing strategies. 

 


